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In retail, change is a constant. The last decade  
has seen massive innovation in selling and delivery 
technologies—from mobile, social and location-
aware selling to crowdsourcing, same-day and even 
drone delivery. 

While those offerings have consumed greater mindshare among 

consumers, they have been focused on making shopping more 

immediate. We anticipate the next decade of innovation will focus on 

disrupting the concept of physical shopping: the flow from discovery 

to purchase—and back again. 

This is, by far, a more engrained set of behaviors that will be more 

challenging to take on and yet will yield far greater rewards in 

conversions, customer loyalty and competitive differentiation.

Omni-Channel Suite

Powering Retail’s  
Next Decade of Growth

The next decade of innovation will focus on 

disrupting the concept of physical shopping: the 

flow from discovery to purchase—and back again.



Millennials and 
the Physical Store
Despite revolutions in digital commerce, the 

physical store is hardly going anywhere. According 

to Forrester, by 2018 “offline” transactions will still 

account for 89% of total US retail sales1. But more 

of these transactions will be made by millennials, 

a group that already outspends all others, despite 

having the least disposable income2. What does 

this mean for you? Higher expectations of the 

customer experience between channels. Here’s 

why:

• Digital natives expect stores to work 

seamlessly with the rest of the retail 

enterprise—with “sell anywhere, fulfill 

anywhere” capabilities

• Personalization and context-awareness in 

digital commerce raise expectations around 

a more tailored experience in the physical 

channel

• Consumer technologies demand interaction 

within store systems—via BLE, NFC, location-

aware messaging, touchscreens, etc.

• Increased public awareness of data theft and 

fraud will heighten expectations and urgency 

around new, more secure forms of payment

1 Forrester Research, “US eCommerce Forecast: 2013 To 2018,” 2014
2 Nielsen Company, “Boomers: Marketing’s Most Valuable Generation,” 2012



•  Visibility of inventory across the 

network, with sophisticated business 

rules to define availability of that 

inventory

•  A deep understanding of and control 

over the fulfillment and inventory 

activities that the omni-channel store 

must now support

• A system of record for orders across 

   all channels

•  An omni-channel customer service 

solution to ensure a seamless 

experience post-purchase, regardless 

of channel

•  The ability to bridge a customer’s 

physical and digital purchasing 

profiles, based on a 360-degree view 

of transactions across channels

•  The ability to sell anywhere on the 

store floor and engage with customers 

one-on-one 

Manhattan’s Omni-Channel Solutions provide 
precisely these capabilities, giving retailers 
the flexibility and control to compete more 
effectively over the next decade. 

This is a fundamental shift for retail, where silos have historically 
existed among selling and fulfillment channels—and within 
the store in particular—where always-connected customers 
outmatch associates’ legacy systems. The technologies 
necessary to enable these full-service experiences must take an 
enterprise-wide approach, including:

Why Manhattan?



  “Manhattan’s solution will become the heartbeat 
of our omni-channel operation and will drive 

conversions across every point of commerce and 
improve customer lifetime value.”  

   LACOSTE
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•   Omni-Channel Customer Service

  Gives your Customer Service 

Representatives the information and 

capabilities necessary to create indelible 

omni-channel service and selling 

experiences—right at their fingertips.

• Available to Commerce*

  An advanced rules engine that sits on 

top of Enterprise Inventory, allowing you 

to define views—or scenarios—to match 

the right customer to the right unit of 

network inventory to create the ideal 

shopping experience.

• Enterprise Inventory

  Aggregates inventory data from across 

your fulfillment network to maximize 

opportunities to convert via all selling 

channels.

•  Enterprise Order Management

  The central repository for customer 

transactions from every channel, 

inventory across the network, and the 

tracking and governance of the end-to-

end customer order lifecycle. 

•   Point of Sale

  Enables unparalleled customer 

experiences, such as single-swipe in-

store/online transactions, contactless 

payments, save-the-sale/endless aisle, 

line busting and on-floor checkout. 

• Clienteling

  Surfaces a 360° view of customer 

transactions to provide an “electronic 

black book” for a high-touch, premium 

shopping experience.

• Store Fulfillment

  Enables robust picking, ship-from-store 

and in-store pickup flows with an easy-

to-use mobile interface. Integrates with 

leading parcel carriers to enable rating, 

manifesting, shipping, tracking and proof 

of pickup.

• Store Inventory

  Full-store inventory management to 

improve sales and reduce out-of-stocks 

via receiving, cycle counts and inventory 

adjustments.

• Tablet Retailing

  A multi-purpose digital display solution 

that supports both shoppers and 

associates to deliver product information, 

look books, multimedia content and 

documentation.

Omni-Channel Central Solutions

Omni-Channel Local Solutions

*Patents pending
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